
9/16/18 - Git Workshop

Collaboration
Version Control

History
Rollback

 
Your project exists on 2 different repositories:

Remote repository = Github
Use remote repository to pull for updates and push changes to

Local repository =  Laptop
Use local repository to make changes (which then you push to remote repo)

 

Why Git?

Git Workflow
High Level

 

You pull from remote repository. Add and commit changes
to your local repository. Then push your local changes to

the remote repository. 



 

�. If you’re creating a local repository on your own use 

$ git init

 
Example:

# Change Directory to folder want to your local repository to

be in

$ cd /Users/Monica/Documents/Sp17/CUAppDev/Training\ Program/M

yLocalRepository

 

# Initialize local repository

$ git init

 

# Connect local repository to remote repository

$ git remote add origin https://github.com/myo3/MyRemoteReposi

tory.git

 
 
�. Use this method when you want to “clone” an existing remote repository. Use 

$ git clone <repoURL>

 

Git allows you to have a record of changes at different points in time

Sidenote: How to create a local repository

https://github.com/myo3/MyRemoteRepository.git


 
Example:

# Change Directory to folder want your remote repository to be

in

cd /Users/Monica/Documents/Sp17/CUAppDev/Training\ Program/

 

# Clone remote repository named “MyRemoteRepository”

# After cloning, all the files in that repository go

# into a folder under “Training Program” folder with   

# the same name as the remote repository

git clone https://github.com/myo3/MyRemoteRepository.git

 

�. Go to https://github.com/
�. Click on green new repository button

�. On the “Create a new repository page”
a. Type repository name
b. Choose to make repo public or private
c. Check “Initialize this repository with a README”

 
Example:

Sidenote: How to create a remote repository

 

https://github.com/myo3/MyRemoteRepository.git
https://github.com/


 

�. Get assigned an issue
�. Make sure your local version of master is updated with latest version on Git

# Pulls remote version of master to your local version of mast

er

$ git pull [origin master]

�. Create a new branch

# Creates a new branch called "<your-name>/<feature>" and then

hops onto that branch

$ git checkout -b <your-name>/<feature>

�. Work on feature
�. Push your local changes to Git

 

Low Level



# Stages your file for commit. This is step 1 of 2 for saving

changes locally

$ git add [file-path]

# Bundles up all the files you've added into 1 commit. This is

step 2 of 2 for saving changes locally.

$ git commit -m

# Pushes the commit to remote repository (i.e. Github)

$ git push [origin <your-name>/<feature>]

�. Submit PR
�. Respond to PR feedback

$ git add [file-path]

$ git commit -m

$ git push [origin <your-name>/<feature>]

�. Merge to master
a. via Github PR page
OR
b. via Git

# Hops onto the master branch

$ git checkout master

# Merge your branch "<your-name>/<feature>"

$ git merge <your-name>/<feature>

# Deletes your branch locally. You can also delete your branch

remotely on the Github repo website page

$ git branch -d <your-name>/<feature>

 
Notes on document syntax:

[…] means its optional, so you don’t necessary need to write that in the terminal
<…> means you have to fill in that text with the actual name
$ is just there to signal this is a terminal command. Don’t write $ when you’re
writing a command in the terminal

 

Sidenote: Terminal Commands



$ cd <absolute folder

path>

go into the folder (change directory)

$ cd .. go to the parent folder

$ pwd see what folder you are in (present working
directory)

$ ls see what files are in your folder
(lists the files in the current working directory)

 New
Files

Modified
Files

Deleted
Files

 

$ git add

-A

Stages All (new, modified,
deleted) files

$ git add

.

 Stages New and Modified files
only

$ git add

-u

 Stages Modified and Deleted
files only 

When you add & commit a file to git = means git will track the file for its entire
lifetime
Bottom line: Be mindful what you add

Do add Don’t add

.swift

.pbxproj
Podfile

xcuserdata
.DS_Store
config.json (API keys)

Note: .gitignore 's are helpful to ensure you don’t accidentally add a file you don’t
want to track

For local repository, Git has 3 parts—working directory, staging area, and head

Sidenote: Git Add Commands

Sidenote: Git add for iOS

Sidenote: Why do I have to do $ git add and $ git commit to
save changes locally rather than writing 1 command?



Working directory (work tree)
where you’re actually working on

Staging area (index)
where new commits are prepared
acts a interface between a repository and a working tree. 
Use $ git add to add files into staging area

Head (master)
Use $ git commit to submit all content in staging area to branch

 
So b/c Git has this intermediary staging area you need to do $ git add to get your
changed files into that staging area and $ git commit to get your changes saved to
your current branch

 
The main branch is called “master”
Branches allow you to have different versions of your project

Usually use branches to develop features on then merge feature branch into
master

 

Branching
 

A git branch is an independent line of development taken from the same source
code.



 
Branch commands

 $ git checkout -b
<your-name>/<feature>

Creates a new branch called "<your-
name>/<feature>" and then hops onto that branch

$ git branch Lists the branches you have. Places an * next to the
branch you’re on

$ git checkout <branch-

name>

Hops onto branch called “<branch-name”

Merge feature branch into master
Workflow
�. Checkout master
�. Merge branch into master
�. Delete your branch
 
Example:

# Hop onto the master branch

 

Multiple development projects taking place using the same source code



$ git checkout master

# Merge with master, now you’ll see the changes made in dev on

master

$ git merge monica/option-screen

# Delete "monica/option-screen". Now the only branch is maste

r 

$ git branch -d monica/option-screen

 
Visual:

 

There are two branches: a "bugfix" branch with a few commits coming off the
"master" branch.

 

In this example "master" has been updated several times since "bugfix" was
branched out. 



 

Happens when 2 developers work on the same file at the same time
Usually each branch is supposed to work on files independent of other
branches but sometimes it cant be helped ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

 

# Git will tell you which files have a merge conflict

$ git status

 
Example:
In this example, Git tells you that you have a merge conflict with "merge.txt"

$ git status

On branch master

You have unmerged paths.

(fix conflicts and run "git commit")

(use "git merge --abort" to abort the merge)

 

Unmerged paths:

(use "git add <file>..." to mark resolution)

 

 

 When you merge, a "merge commit" will be created and the "master" position
will be updated to the newly created merge commit.

Merge Conflicts

How to identify merge conflicts



both modified:   merge.txt

 
If you inspect the file you can see Git uses <<<<<<< HEAD, =======, and >>>>>>>
new_branch_to_merge_later to divide the conflicting versions of a file

$ cat merge.txt

<<<<<<< HEAD

this is some content to mess with

content to append

=======

totally different content to merge later

>>>>>>> new_branch_to_merge_later

 

�. Choose which version to keep
a. Sometimes you want to keep a mix of both versions, so definitely read the

conflicting lines of code to determine what you want to keep
�. Delete <<<<<<< HEAD, =======, and >>>>>>>
�. git add the conflicting file

Example:

$ git add merge.txt

�. finalize the merge by creating a new commit via git commit
Example:

$ git commit -m "Fixed merge conflicts"

 

git merge --abort exit from the merge process and return the branch to the
state before the merge began

How to resolve merge conflicts using the command line

Sidenote: How to quit merge process

Modifying Commits
Amending Commits



Amending = modify most recent commit
Useful for 

addding new or updated files to previous commit
editing previous commit message

git commit --amend  modify the most recent commit

 

 

Squashing = merging multiple commits into a single commit
Useful for

reducing clutter of commits on master branch

git merge --

squash

a new commit will group all of the commits from that branch
together. The commit will be used to merge into the current
branch.

Develop 1 feature per branch
It creates a messy history to develop 2 features per branch
Keep branches independent from each other (which reduces merge conflicts)

For each branch, only 1 developer should be developing on that branch
Reduces merge conflicts

Keep commit messages concise, sentence case, and in the present tense
For merge conflicts, read both versions of the conflict code 

to ensure you don’t accidentally delete changes that you want
Squash and amend commits as needed to keep a clean history

 

Use git commit --amend to modify the most recent commit.

Squashing Commits

General Good Git Practices



List of useful git commands
Atlassian: git tutorials 
BacklogTool: git guide
Atlassian: Using branches

Resources & Citations

http://rogerdudler.github.io/git-guide/
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials
https://backlogtool.com/git-guide/en/
https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/using-branches

